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13.1 INTRODUCTION
Crude oil undergoes natural weathering processes that change its chemical 
composition and physical properties upon entering the water column (Boehm et al., 
1982; National Research Council, 2003; Payne and McNabb, 1984; Tarr et al., 2016). 
Examples oG environmental weathering processes include evaporation, dissolution, 
dispersion, photo-oxidation, microbial degradation, emulsiêcation, sedimentation, 
and burial. The timescale associated with each process can range Grom hours to years 
and the extent to which any weathering process dominates depends on the location 
oG the oil in the water column. Near the sea surGace, oil is susceptible to evapora-
tion and photo-oxidation, which occur over hours to days, whereas deeper in the 
water column, oil is more susceptible to microbial degradation and sedimentation, 
which occur over months to years (National Research Council, 2003). Compared 
to traditional mechanical measures, such as skimming or burning, which typically 
recover less than 20% oG spilled oil (Lessard and DeMarco, 2000; Wadsworth, 1995), 
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microbial degradation is a crucial process in the weathering oG unrecovered immis-
cible hydrocarbons that persist the longest in the marine environment, such as dis-
persed oil droplets in the water column (Bagby et al., 2016; Head and Swannell 1999; 
Head et al., 2006).
Spilled oil is mechanically dispersed into oil droplets by shear stresses Grom wave 
action, turbulence, and the high-pressure jet fow Grom a blowout (Delvigne and 
Sweeney 1988; Johansen et al., 2015). The addition oG chemical dispersants increases 
the eGêciency oG mechanical dispersion by reducing the oil–water interGacial ten-
sion and Gurther reducing the overall droplet size (Li et al., 2008; Li et al., 2009; 
McAuliGGe et al., 1980). Droplets are rendered eGGectively neutrally buoyant when 
they are below a diameter oG approximately 70 μm (Atlas and Hazen, 2011), as the 
resuspending eGGect oG turbulence dominates over the rising Gorce oG buoyancy. These 
small, neutrally buoyant oil droplets act as passive fuid particles and are transported 
by advection and diGGusion through the water column. In particular, these small 
droplets do not rise to the ocean surGace and so are typically not exposed to evapora-
tion and photo-oxidation. The ultimate Gate oG these oil droplets and the extent and 
mode oG their degradation by microorganisms are currently unknown (Passow and 
Hetland, 2016). Here we apply a new mechanistic computational model to quantiGy 
the biodegradation processes oG individual droplets oG crude oil in naturally diluting 
environments.
Existing oil spill models vary in their level oG complexity, ranging Grom two-
dimensional models that consider the trajectories oG oil surGace slicks to Gully three-
dimensional models that take into account a large number oG physical, chemical, and 
biological processes aGGecting the Gate oG oil (Huang, 1983; Reed et al., 1999; Spaulding, 
1988; Spaulding, 2017). The more processes a model includes, the more realistic 
yet more computationally intensive and dependent on parameterization it becomes. 
ThereGore, practical oil spill models typically employ a Eulerian-Lagrangian Grame-
work to describe the underlying hydrodynamics oG the water column at a given location 
(Eulerian) as well as the transport and trajectories oG small parcels oG water or repre-
sentative oil droplets (Lagrangian), with a time step ranging Grom 10 to 100 minutes 
(Spaulding, 2017) and a grid spacing ranging Grom 10 to 1000 meters (French-McCay, 
2004; Reed et al., 1999). At these modeling length scales, microscale structure and 
heterogeneity, such as droplet size or bacterial trajectories, are replaced with empirical 
relations obtained Grom êeld measurements or laboratory experiments. Microbial deg-
radation, Gor example, is typically modelled using independent êrst-order degradation 
equations Gor each degradable hydrocarbon component, based on the experimentally 
reported halG-lives oG hydrocarbon compounds (French-McCay, et al. 2018; French-
McCay, 2004). Without an understanding oG the Gundamental microscale mechanisms 
that infuence oil biodegradation, empirical relations and êtting parameters will intro-
duce unwanted and unnecessary error in model predictions.
In this work, we examine the impact oG natural dilution oG a dispersed underwater 
plume by ambient turbulence on the timescale oG microbial oil degradation, using 
an extension oG the Microscale Oil Degradation Model, or MODEM. Previously, we 
have introduced and used MODEM to show that microscale mechanisms, such as 
the initial encounters between bacteria and oil droplets as well as the droplet size 
distribution, can be a signiêcant Gactor in determining the microbial degradation 
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time oG dispersed oil droplets in quiescent environments (Fernandez et al., 2019). 
Unlike laboratory conditions where oil, bacteria, and seawater Gorm a closed sys-
tem, turbulence in the ocean results in the continuous dilution oG any locally high 
concentration oG oil droplets. The average oil concentration oG dispersed oil plumes 
is expected to Gall below 10 PPM (parts-per-million) within a Gew days oG a spill, 
whereas over the ensuing weeks to months—when microorganisms play an impor-
tant role in degradation—the typical concentration is expected to be much less than 
1 PPM (Lee et al., 2013; Macnaughton et al., 2003). Since the impact oG encounter 
times is most signiêcant when oil concentrations are low (Fernandez et al., 2019), 
these results indicate that estimates oG microbial degradation rates based on experi-
mental halG-lives that start Grom high oil concentrations are likely to be strongly 
overestimated, even when high concentrations are present near the source oG oil, 
such as in the case oG an underwater blowout.
13.2 THE MICROSCALE OIL DEGRADATION MODEL—MODEM
To examine the impact oG the continuous dilution that oil dispersions are subject to in 
aquatic environments, we use the same underlying model (MODEM) used in a recent 
investigation oG the optimal droplet size Gor biological oil degradation (Fernandez 
et al., 2019). For additional details on the model implementation, see the appendix 
oG this chapter and the supplemental methods in Fernandez et al. (Fernandez et al., 
2019) This model Gocuses on the physical encounters between oil-degrading bacteria 
and oil droplets as a Gunction oG droplet size distribution and oil concentration and 
predicts the decrease in oil mass as a result oG the biological degradation. There are 
two distinct stages considered in the degradation model: encounter and growth. For a 
given oil droplet, the êrst stage lasts until an oil-degrading bacterium êrst encounters 
and attaches to the oil droplet. The duration oG this stage is inherently stochastic, but 
depends on the behavior oG the bacteria (such as swimming and chemotaxis), the 
concentration oG bacteria in the environment, and the size oG the oil droplet. The sec-
ond stage is assumed to Gollow deterministic dynamics as bacteria grow on the sur-
Gace and consume the available carbon in the oil droplet. During this second stage, 
random encounters with planktonic bacteria continue to occur, but are considered 
negligible because in nearly all conditions the time between arrivals is much larger 
than the doubling time oG bacteria growing on the oil droplet surGace.
The stochastic encounter process oG the êrst oil-degrading bacterium ênding an 
oil droplet is represented using a Poisson arrival process with an arrival rate given 
by a diGGusive encounter kernel. The arrival rate is
 r r D D C4 ,bacteria droplet bacteria droplet bacteria( )( )λ = π + +  (13.1)
where r, D, and C represent the radii, diGGusivity, and concentration oG the respective 
subscripts. In this Gramework, inter-arrival times, and thereGore the time Gor the êrst 
arrival, are exponentially distributed with mean 1/λ. Given that the bulk concentra-
tion oG bacteria, Cbacteria, changes as a Gunction oG time, we model a large number 
(106) oG droplets with a Monte Carlo method, revising the arrival rate at each time 
step based on the corresponding bulk bacterial concentration.
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Once the êrst oil-degrading bacterium has attached to an oil droplet, the degrada-
tion oG the oil droplet and the growth oG bacteria Gollow a prescribed trajectory, such 
as that shown in Figure 13.1 Gor the case oG a 62 μm diameter droplet and biological 
parameters according to Table 13.1. Initially, bacteria attached to the droplet surGace 
are able to grow unconstrained by space, carbon, or other nutrients. This results in 
exponential growth on the surGace oG the oil droplet, with all new bacteria remaining 
attached to the oil droplet.
As the surGace oG the oil droplet is progressively covered in bacteria, it becomes 
harder Gor all the bacteria to remain on the surGace when individuals divide. The 
model assumes that there is a maximum number oG bacteria that a droplet can host 
on its surGace. Once this capacity is reached, all subsequent growth creates new 
planktonic bacteria (which are able to colonize other droplets) and the number oG 
bacteria on the original droplet remains constant and equal to the maximum. Based 
on experimental observations oG oil-degrading bacteria at the oil–water interGace 
(unpublished), the maximum capacity is somewhat larger than the number oG bac-
teria it would take to cover the original spherical surGace oG the droplet (Juarez and 
Stocker, 2019). This may be due to bioêlm Gormation or other bacterial interactions 
that allow bacteria to remain attached. This bioêlm is also the Goundation Gor why we 
model the number oG bacteria to be constant aGter it reaches capacity, even though the 
radius (and surGace area) oG the droplet decreases (and thus the number oG bacteria 
FIGURE 13.1 Droplet degradation dynamics. Elements oG the prescribed degradation 
dynamics Gor a 62 μm diameter oil droplet are depicted aGter the initial encounter with an 
oil degrading bacterium ( =t 0). The metabolizable oil volume and the oil droplet radius are 
normalized by their starting values (leGt axis). The rate oG production oG new planktonic cells 
Grom the droplet is normalized by the maximum production rate (leGt axis). The surGace area 
coverage ratio (see text) is not normalized (right axis).
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êtting on the surGace would in principle decrease as well). The saturation at the 
maximum allowed number oG attached cells is implemented as a smooth transition 
based on the surGace area coverage ratio (see Figure 13.1, see Fernandez et al., 2019).
A consequence oG the êxed number oG attached bacteria once capacity is reached 
is that the mass oG metabolizable oil decreases linearly with time during this ênal 
portion oG the degradation process: a constant number oG bacteria grow at a constant 
rate, resulting in a steady utilization oG the available carbon. This proceeds until all 
the metabolizable carbon (assumed to be 85% oG the initial oil volume (Stewart et al., 
1993)) is used. Note that a loss oG 85% oG the volume would result in a reduction oG 
only approximately 50% in the diameter oG the droplet (see Figure 13.1). The limit 
to the number oG bacteria that can attach to the droplet surGace is responsible Gor the 
relationship between the time it takes Gor a droplet to degrade (post colonization) 
and the surGace area to volume ratio, which is determined by the size oG the droplet. 
Smaller droplets have a larger surGace area to volume ratio and consequently the 
maximum degradation rate Gor a given oil volume is signiêcantly higher. This rela-
tionship has been recognized and partially motivates the use oG dispersants (Lessard 
and DeMarco, 2000)..
We previously used MODEM to demonstrate that Gor suGêciently small droplets, 
encounters with oil-degrading bacteria are the limiting step in the degradation, in 
contrast to the surGace-area constrained degradation aGter colonization (Fernandez 
et al., 2019). This results in an optimal oil droplet size Gor biodegradation (approx-
imately 100 μm in diameter). Although biological and environmental parameters 
alter the precise value oG the optimal droplet size, the existence oG a non-zero mini-
mum value Gor the optimal droplet size was Gound to be robust.
TABLE 13.1
Model Parameters: DeGault Values oG the Model Parameters unless 
Otherwise Stated
Symbol Description Value Units ReGerence
rdroplet Droplet radius 31 μm Fernandez et al., 2019
Co Initial oil concentration 10 103 4−− PPM
Diso Isopycnal diGGusivity 0.07 m2/s Ledwell et al., 1998
Ddia Diapycnal diGGusivity 10 5− m2/s Ledwell et al., 1998
T Temperature 283 K
η Dynamic viscosity oG seawater 1.03 10 3× − Pa s
ρ Oil density 850 kg/m3 Daling et al., 1990; Reddy et al., 2012
Percent carbon in oil 85 - Reddy et al., 2012; Stewart et al., 1993
Cbacteria Concentration oG oil- 
degrading bacteria
103 (initial) cells/mL Hazen et al., 2010
rbacteria Bacterial radius 0.5 μm
mb Carbon per bacterial cell 100 10 15× − gC LoGerer-Krößbacher et al., 1998; 
Vrede et al., 2002
Γ Bacterial growth eGêciency 0.5 -
dτ Bacterial doubling time 104 s Juarez and Stocker, 2019
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During the saturated stage oG degradation, the bacteria on the droplet continue to 
grow but new bacteria disperse into the environment. This provides a mechanism Gor 
droplets that are degraded early to aGGect the degradation time oG remaining nearby 
droplets by reducing the time it takes Gor them to be encountered by oil-degrading bac-
teria (because bacteria that disperse into the environment cause an increase in Cbacteria). 
The increase in the concentration oG planktonic oil-degrading bacteria reduces the con-
tribution oG the encounter stage to the overall degradation time, leading to a smaller 
optimal droplet size.
However, the practical impact oG the bacteria that are released into the environ-
ment Grom degrading droplets depends on the concentration oG oil droplets. At low 
oil concentrations, the êxed number oG new planktonic bacteria that result Grom 
the biodegradation oG an oil droplet will not meaningGully alter the background 
concentration Cbacteria. At the other extreme, at high oil concentrations, a single 
droplet may increase the local concentration oG bacteria to the point oG signiêcantly 
decreasing the time to encounter oG nearby droplets, developing into a cascade oG 
increasing bacterial concentration and leading to a large Graction (iG not all) oG the 
nearby droplets being colonized in quick succession.
The general results Gor biodegradation when droplet–bacteria encounters are 
included hold Gor monodispersed as well as polydispersed oil droplets. For poly-
dispersions, there are additional interactions between large and small droplets 
(Fernandez et al., 2019). However, it was Gound that a monodispersion that maintains 
the same overall surGace area to volume ratio as a polydispersion is a good approxi-
mation to the polydispersion in terms oG degradation time. For the Gollowing discus-
sion oG biodegradation under continuous dilution, a monodispersion oG oil droplets 
with a 62 μm diameter will be used, representing an approximation oG a theoretical 
log-normal droplet size distribution with a 34 μm mean diameter (Aman et al., 2015).
13.3 DILUTION IN AQUATIC ENVIRONMENTS
In aquatic environments, volumes oG water with higher oil droplet concentrations 
will naturally mix over time with the surrounding oil-Gree water, resulting in dilu-
tion. At the scales oG mixing in natural aquatic environments, a dispersion oG small 
oil droplets can be treated as a dissolved solute Gor the purposes oG characterizing 
its dilution. Thus, to predict the dilution oG an oil droplet dispersion one can harness 
results Grom êeld studies that have tracked artiêcial tracers spreading over months in 
the oceans (Ledwell and Watson, 1991; Ledwell et al., 1998) or characterized mixing 
Grom hydrodynamic measurements (Hibiya et al., 2006; Polzin et al., 1997), as well 
as numerical modeling results (Simmons et al., 2004).
While droplets will spread even in completely still water with a diGGusiv-
ity governed by Brownian motion, most suspended oil droplets are suGêciently 
large (>10 μm) that this contribution to dilution is minimal. For oil droplets 10 
μm in diameter and larger, the Brownian diGGusivity given by the Stokes-Einstein 
equation (Kiorboe, 2008) is less than approximately 2 10 14× −  m2/s, and an individual 
oil droplet would diGGuse less than a millimeter in a day. For objects the size oG oil 
droplets (typically, 10 – 500 μm diameter), mixing in aquatic environments is driven 
primarily by the ambient fow and in particular by turbulence. The initial outcome 
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oG turbulence is the stirring oG a cloud into a complex geometry oG thin êlaments. 
As the scale oG the êlaments decreases, regular diGGusion (which acts over short dis-
tances) increases in importance and smooths out heterogeneity, resulting in mixing. 
The overall process, “turbulent diGGusion,” typically behaves similarly to molecular 
diGGusion, but with signiêcantly higher diGGusion coeGêcients. Away Grom the surGace 
oG a natural water body, any density stratiêcation oG the water suppresses mixing in 
the vertical direction. As a result, mixing occurs at diGGerent rates along the water 
density gradient (diapycnal) and perpendicular to it (isopycnal). Factors such as the 
dimensions oG the water body and roughness oG the bottom surGace (Polzin et al., 
1997) can also have large impacts on the rates oG mixing. While dilution is a ubiq-
uitous process aGGecting locally elevated concentrations oG any compound in aquatic 
environments, its intensity thus depends strongly on the speciêcs oG the environment.
13.4  DILUTION IN THE MICROSCALE OIL 
DEGRADATION MODEL
Although the dilution oG a cloud oG oil droplets by turbulence largely behaves 
diGGusively, with regions oG high concentration gradients mixing more strongly than 
regions with lower gradients (such as the center oG an oil droplet plume), we will 
use some simpliêcations to implement dilution in conjunction with the encounter–
growth oil degradation model. The primary simpliêcation is that the model account-
ing Gor dilution will consider a single representative oil concentration instead oG a 
range oG oil concentrations that smoothly decrease Grom the center oG the plume to 
the background level. For an instantaneous point source release, the spreading oG a 
compound is given by:
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where C is the concentration as a Gunction oG three-dimensional space and oG time, Dj 
is the turbulent diGGusivity in the j direction, M is the total mass oG oil injected at time 
zero at the origin, and t  is time. The solution to the 3D diGGusion equation is shown 
in Figure 13.2. The scaling term oG the equation ( )( )( ) = πC t M t D D D/ 4max x y z3/2 1/ 2 
gives the maximum concentration in space as the point source spreads. Our approxi-
mation Gor the dilution–degradation model will assume that, at any time t, the entire 
plume has the concentration C tmax ( ) and a corresponding ellipsoidal volume that, in 
the absence oG degradation, would conserve the initial mass oG oil (see Figure 13.2, 
gray lines). The volume is ellipsoidal as opposed to spherical because the diGGu-
sivities are not necessarily equal in all directions. This approximation captures the 
critical elements oG dilution, speciêcally the temporal dynamics oG the reduction oG 
the oil concentration, but signiêcantly simpliêes the implementation in MODEM by 
having only two environmental states at any given time, namely (i) water without oil 
and (ii) water with a single concentration oG oil, C tmax ( ).
In addition to tracking a single representative oil concentration, we will neglect the 
dependence oG the diGGusivity on the length scales oG the oil plume (Okubo, 1971). Due 
to the multiple scales oG motion that characterize turbulence in aquatic environments, 
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turbulent diGGusivity increases as a plume grows in size, as larger and larger eddies 
contribute to stirring and mixing. Here, we will neglect this size-dependence and 
instead use a uniGorm isopycnal diGGusivity (Dx = Dy = Diso = 0.07 m2/s) and a uniGorm 
diapycnal diGGusivity (Dz = Ddia = 10 5−  m2/s) that are both independent oG the size oG 
the oil droplet cloud. The speciêc values are taken Grom a tracer release experiment 
perGormed at 300 m depth in the North Atlantic in 1992 (Ledwell et al., 1998).
The solution Gor the diGGusion oG an instantaneous point source (Eq. 13.2) results 
in a very rapid initial dilution, but this rapid dilution occurring in the êrst minutes 
would not be an adequate model Gor the oil dispersion application being consid-
ered. Although a seep in the ocean foor or a leak in a pipe may be very small 
and reminiscent oG a point source, the process that creates the oil droplet dispersion 
will likely also spread the oil over a volume larger than what can be considered a 
point source. This initial condition is implemented here by oGGsetting the time by an 
amount t0, ( )( ) = ′ +C t C t t ,max max 0  so that the size oG the spreading point source at 
t 0′ =  matches the desired initial oil plume size. As a result oG this temporal oGGset, 
the volumetric dilution oG oil concentration is signiêcantly slower than t 3/2−  Gor t t0<  
(see Figure 13.3, black line).
In this numerical study, we Gocus on the dilution oG a cloud oG oil droplets that 
is generated due to a constant infux oG oil at depth. We will assume a consistent 
FIGURE 13.2 Simpliêed dilution model, approximating diGGusive spreading while retaining 
simplicity in the implementation oG the encounter–growth model. The black lines illustrate the 
solution to an instantaneous point source (Eq. 13.2) starting at the origin and spreading diGGu-
sively. The gray lines illustrate the simpliêed dilution model, in which the concentration inside 
the spreading dispersion oG oil droplets is uniGorm and equal to the maximum oG the exact 
solution. In the simpliêed model, the width oG the spreading distribution (gray lines) is set such 
that (in the absence oG degradation) the total mass oG oil is conserved as dilution proceeds.
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ambient water current that advects the oil droplet dispersion, generating a plume 
that increases in width as the distance Grom the source increases. In such a plume, 
dilution primarily occurs in the two dimensions perpendicular to the direction oG 
the ambient current. Along the axis oG the ambient current there is a much smaller 
gradient in the oil concentration and thereGore mixing does not have a large dilutive 
impact. ThereGore, we can model dilution in a plume Grom the spreading oG a cross 
section oG the plume perpendicular to the ambient current (see Figure. 13.3, gray 
line). Since mixing occurs in two dimensions only, the dilution scales as t 1−  rather 
than as t .3/2−
The modeled oil plume cross section will have a constant width during the cross-
sectional spreading. This width does not aGGect the simulation since it is a constant 
multiplicative Gactor when calculating the volume oG the spreading plume cross 
section. Since we are modeling the stochastic encounter oG individual droplets by 
directly simulating a number oG droplets, the cross-sectional width is chosen Gor each 
initial oil concentration to keep the number oG simulated droplets êxed at 106.
As the oil droplet cloud spreads, new water Grom the surroundings is entrained 
into the oil droplet plume. Given that the encounter–growth numerical model is track-
ing the degradation state oG individual oil droplets using a Monte Carlo approach, 
the increased fuid volume does not directly aGGect the simulated degradation oG the 
droplets. By summing the total amount oG remaining oil volume at any moment and 
evaluating the total volume that corresponds to the plume cross section at that time, 
the oil concentration can be straightGorwardly calculated.
However, dilution can have a strong indirect impact on the oil degradation by altering 
the rate at which droplets are colonized. The new entrained water has not recently had 
FIGURE 13.3 Dilution oG concentrated oil dispersions in the ocean. (A) The concentration 
oG oil (in PPM = parts per million) is plotted over time Gor diGGerent mixing conditions. In all 
cases, the isopycnal and diapycnal diGGusivities are 0.07 m2/s and 10 5−  m2/s, respectively. 
The volume dilution (solid black line) initially has the volume oG a 1 meter diameter sphere. 
The two-dimensional dilution (solid gray line) oG a vertical plume cross section begins with the 
area oG a 1 meter diameter disk, as does the horizontal two-dimensional isopycnal case (black 
dashed line). The one-dimensional diapycnal-only diGGusion (gray dashed line) begins Grom 
a 1 meter length (B). The spreading oG a plume cross section, corresponding to the solid gray 
line in (A). Note the diGGerent axis scaling.
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an available oil substrate Gor bacteria, and thereGore is assumed to have oil-degrading 
bacteria at the background concentration. As a result, any increases in the local con-
centration oG planktonic oil-degrading bacteria inside the oil plume due to shedding oG 
cells Grom droplets colonized to capacity is also being diluted alongside the eGGect oG 
dilution on the oil droplet concentration. The concentration oG oil-degrading bacteria 
in the diluting oil plume changes over time due to both contributions oG new cells Grom 
colonized oil droplets and dilution. The impact oG dilution on the concentration oG 
bacteria was modeled by directly adding the appropriate number oG new bacteria Grom 
the new volume mixed into the dispersion (having background bacterial concentration) 
and renormalizing by the total plume section volume:
 
( ) ( )= − ∆κ − + ∆ + −+ +N N
t N C V G t C V V  ,t t t bacteria t t bacteria t t1 ,0 ,0 1  
(13.3)
where
 V t h t t D D 4 ,iso dia0( )( ) = π +  (13.4)
and Nt is the number oG bacteria in the plume slice volume at time t, Cbacteria,0 is the 
undisturbed background concentration oG bacteria, t∆  is the time step, κ  is the time 
Gor the Gree-swimming bacterial population to turn over (based on growth and loss 
rates), Gt is the total rate oG production oG new planktonic bacteria due to oil degra-
dation, h  is the width oG the cross-sectional slice, and t0 is the temporal oGGset Gor 
the appropriate starting size. The second term in Equation 13.3 represents the net 
predation that occurs on the bacterial population and eGGectively returns the popu-
lation to the base concentration level in the absence oG other elements stimulating 
growth. The third term quantiêes the number oG new bacteria produced by all the 
colonized droplets in the plume section. Since the degradation oG a droplet aGter 
colonization Gollows a prescribed path, Gt depends only on how long each simulated 
droplet has been colonized. Equation 13.4 describes the volume oG the simpliêed 
dilution model (see Figure 13.2, gray lines) Gor a two-dimensional vertical cross sec-
tion oG the plume. This volume Gunction is evaluated at the appropriate time steps 
Gor Equation 13.3.
With the updated concentration oG bacteria within the oil droplet plume 
( )=C N V/t t t , the encounter rate at time t is calculated as in the original microscale 
oil degradation model (Eq. 13.1) as
 
r r D D N
V
4 .t bacteria droplet bacteria droplet t
t
( )( )λ = π + +
 
(13.5)
Note that, Gor encounters, we remain interested in the relative diGGusivity between 
the bacteria and the oil droplets as the process that leads to their encounters. This 
relative motion occurs at scales much smaller than the turbulent mixing that drives 
the oil dispersion dilution, which originates Grom velocity gradients (shear) on 
length scales as small as the Kolmogorov scale. While shear Grom turbulence or 
other fuid motion can in principle enhance encounter rates by producing relative 
motion between the bacteria and the droplet, the eGGect is small Gor most realistic 
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conditions(Karp-Boss et al., 1996; Kiorboe, 2008). For the encounter rate, thereGore, 
the diGGusivities in Equation 13.5 are the Brownian diGGusivities oG the bacteria and 
droplets, respectively.
With these additions, signiêcantly aGGecting the concentration oG bacteria, the 
microscale oil degradation model is here extended to include continuous dilution, 
such as that aGGecting deep-water oil droplet dispersions. The same approach could 
be used to model dilution near the ocean surGace aGter dispersants and wave action 
disperse an oil slick; however, that case would be more appropriately modeled as a 
one-dimensional dilution process with a diGGusivity that depends on diGGerent pro-
cesses to those considered here. In the Gollowing, we shall examine how dilution in 
an oil droplet plume impacts the biodegradation oG the oil, particularly in comparison 
to cases without dilution.
13.5  IMPACT OF DILUTION ON OIL DEGRADATION 
AND APPARENT OIL DEGRADATION
When we compare the temporal dynamics oG oil degradation with and without dilu-
tion (see Figure 13.4), there is a large shiGt in the oil concentration needed to sustain 
a heightened bacterial presence in the ambient fuid and thus shorten the average 
encounter (and degradation) time. The necessary starting oil concentration is higher 
in the presence oG dilution by three orders oG magnitude, approximately 10 1.2−  PPM 
with dilution and 102.4 PPM without dilution. Despite the large shiGt in the depen-
dence on the starting oil concentration caused by dilution, the two limiting cases oG 
very low and very high starting oil concentration remain unchanged in the presence 
FIGURE 13.4 Comparison oG oil degradation with and without dilution. The total oil mass, 
normalized by its initial value, is shown as oil is degraded over time with (B) and without (A) 
dilution. Both plots use the same color map to indicate the starting oil droplet concentration 
(in PPM). In both cases, degradation occurs exponentially Gor low starting oil concentrations, 
and the limit Gor low starting oil concentration is the same (dashed black line). The two cases 
also show similar dynamics Gor very high starting oil concentrations. However, Gor interme-
diate concentrations, the transition to enhanced degradation rates occurs at much higher oil 
concentration in the presence oG dilution.
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and absence oG dilution. The dynamics at intermediate oil concentrations are qualita-
tively similar as well, with an initially elevated degradation rate (see the sharp decline 
at early times in Figure 13.4) that transitions to the exponential decay. The key eGGect 
oG dilution is that larger oil concentrations are needed to sustain an increase in 
the background concentration oG bacteria such that degradation rates are increased. 
Otherwise, the dilution oG the oil droplet plume also dilutes any increase in bacterial 
concentration and returns it to the background levels.
In the absence oG dilution and any changes to the background concentration oG oil 
degrading bacteria, the degradation oG a population oG oil droplets progresses expo-
nentially, as illustrated here Gor the case oG 62 μm diameter droplets (see Figure 13.4, 
black dashed lines). The rate oG the exponential decay is determined by the rate oG 
arrivals in the encounter process, which in turn is dependent on the instantaneous 
concentration oG bacteria in the ambient fuid. This rate is also the low oil concentra-
tion limit, since at very low oil concentrations the additional bacteria that are released 
Grom degrading oil droplets will not impact the overall bacteria concentration in the 
plume. Dilution Gurther lowers the concentration oG oil over time, but it does not aGGect 
degradation in this limiting case. As a result, Gor starting concentrations oG oil below 
10 2−  PPM with dilution and below 101.6 PPM without dilution, oil degradation closely 
Gollows the same exponential limit.
At very high oil concentrations, the background concentration oG bacteria will 
quickly increase aGter the êrst oil droplet is colonized and begins to add bacteria to 
the environment. Shortly aGterwards, all the droplets are colonized and have begun 
to be degraded, leading to very rapid biodegradation that is constrained by the rate 
oG bacterial degradation and the droplet surGace area. The mechanics oG this limiting 
case are also unaGGected by dilution, which constantly reduces the bacterial popula-
tion in proportion to its concentration similar to an additional mortality term, but 
which is overcome by suGêciently high net growth rates.
While dilution does not qualitatively change the degradation dynamics in the bio-
physical MODEM model, the increase in the starting oil concentration needed (Gor 
the mixing rates considered here) to trigger accelerated degradation has signiêcant 
implications Gor bioremediation strategies. As visible in Figure 13.4, there is a very 
substantial diGGerence in the degradation time when it is exponential and driven by 
encounters (black dashed lines) in comparison to the rapid (near-linear) degradation 
that occurs when colonization encounters are enhanced by a large local bacterial 
concentration. In the example oG 62 μm diameter droplets, degradation oG 90% oG the 
oil occurs in <20  days when the starting oil concentration is high enough, compared 
to >400 days when starting at a low concentration. In oil spills, any interventions that 
shiGt the degradation dynamics away Grom the encounter-limited case will accelerate 
degradation, but this is harder to achieve under conditions with strong dilution.
Dilution aGGects oil droplet degradation by altering the conditions early in the 
degradation process. Without dilution, there is an initial lag as the êrst droplets are 
encountered and go through the exponential growth phase. At that point, the cas-
cade oG increasing bacterial concentration in the environment may or may not begin, 
depending on the concentration oG oil. During the initial lag time, very little iG any oil 
is being degraded. However, with dilution, the initial lag is long enough Gor the local 
oil concentration in the plume to drop by two orders oG magnitude (see Figure 13.5). 
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Under the simulated conditions, signiêcant degradation oG the oil in the plume begins 
to be noticeable a week into the dilution. In Gact, the oil concentration a week aGter 
the initial release compares Gavorably to the starting concentrations without dilution 
(see Figure 13.4A) Gor predicting whether encounters will dominate the degradation 
or not. This suggests that the concentration a week aGter oil is introduced into the 
environment determines whether bacteria grown on oil droplets can meaningGully 
enhance their local background concentration.
Figure 13.5 also makes it apparent that directly observing oil droplet biodeg-
radation in the êeld may be diGêcult, and could potentially result in the misinter-
pretation oG dilution. When the conditions allow Gor a large increase in ambient 
bacterial concentration such that degradation is enhanced (i.e., starting oil concen-
trations >102.4 PPM), the oil concentration begins to decrease quite sharply aGter 
one week and the oil is largely degraded by bacteria over the Gollowing two weeks. 
In contrast, when the oil concentration is not suGêciently high to directly drive an 
increase in ambient bacterial concentration, the diGGerence between dilution alone 
and dilution coupled with microbial degradation may not be noticeable Gor more 
than one month (see Figure 13.5, dashed lines). In addition, this evidence oG bio-
degradation would occur at oil concentrations below 10 2−  PPM, which are diGêcult 
FIGURE 13.5 Evolution oG oil concentration with degradation and dilution. The oil con-
centration in a spreading cross section oG a plume is shown over time as it is reduced by both 
biodegradation and dilution. The color oG each curve corresponds to the starting oil concen-
tration, indicated by the color bar. Dilution alone would produce a linear degradation when 
plotted logarithmically (red dashed line, compare with Figure 13.3). In the absence oG any 
change oG the background bacterial concentration, reGerred to here as the ‘independent’ limit, 
the reduction in oil concentration begins to signiêcantly deviate Grom the dilution-only case 
aGter approximately one week (black dashed line). At higher starting oil concentrations, deg-
radation oG the oil results in an increase in the background concentration oG bacteria, which 
leads to a Gaster reduction in oil concentration due to the more rapid colonization oG droplets.
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to accurately measure in the êeld (Joint analysis group Gor the Deepwater Horizon 
Oil, 2011). As a result, based on our model taking encounters between bacteria and 
droplets into account, microbial degradation oG an oil droplet dispersion should be 
challenging to directly measure in the êeld even when contributing signiêcantly to 
the overall oil degradation.
13.6  INCREASING BIODEGRADATION RATES 
THROUGH ENCOUNTERS
The Deepwater Horizon spill event in 2010 generated a signiêcant oil plume at a 
depth oG approximately 1100 meters extending approximately 35 km over several 
months (Camilli et al., 2010), and provides a point oG reGerence and comparison Gor 
the conclusions oG our dilution-enhanced MODEM study. In analyses and charac-
terization Gollowing the spill, some authors reported no signiêcant biodegradation 
oG the Deepwater Horizon oil plume on a timescale oG months (Camilli et al., 2010), 
whereas others Gound enrichment in oil-degrading bacteria in the plume and signs oG 
reduction in oil concentrations that were tentatively attributed to biodegradation (but 
acknowledged dilution as a possibility) (Hazen et al., 2010).
Despite the reports oG increased bacterial concentrations at the Deepwater 
Horizon plume, it is diGêcult to evaluate whether the encounter rates with oil drop-
lets would have been meaningGully impacted. In the study reporting enrichment oG 
bacteria in the plume, the concentration oG bacteria (oG all types) was Gound to double 
Grom 2.7 104×  cells/mL to 5.5 104×  cells/mL (Hazen et al., 2010). At the level oG 
taxa, the highest enrichment was a Gactor oG 3 (Hazen et al., 2010). Given that the 
encounter rate (see Equation 13.1) is directly proportional to the bacterial concentra-
tion, this indicates that the observed enrichment at most tripled the encounter rate oG 
droplet-degrading bacteria with oil droplets in the plume. In addition, it appears that 
the majority oG the microbial enhancement was in response to hydrocarbon gasses in 
the water (Valentine et al., 2010). This raises the possibility that the bacterial popula-
tions that were initially enriched were not able to degrade oil droplets. As a result, 
studies oG the Deepwater Horizon spill leave open the possibility that oil droplets 
were diluted to suGêciently low concentrations beGore encountering oil-degrading 
bacteria, resulting in a prolonged environmental persistence.
Given the likelihood that natural marine conditions lead to encounter-limited 
degradation due to the eGGect oG dilution, artiêcially enhancing the droplet encoun-
ter rates shortly aGter oil enters the environment would have a large impact on 
biodegradation rates. One possibility Gor increasing encounter rates is to increase 
oil droplet sizes, as discussed in our previous work on the optimal droplet size 
(Fernandez et al., 2019). This approach is robust to dilution, since it does not rely 
on a subsequent enhancement oG the bacterial population in the ambient fuid to 
increase encounter rates. A Gurther approach Gor reducing the encounter time would 
consist oG increasing the concentration oG oil-degrading bacteria that are able to 
attach to droplets. This could potentially be done by artiêcially seeding oil-degrad-
ing, droplet-attaching bacteria near the source oG a spill or by introducing substrates 
Gavoring the growth oG such bacteria. Based on the MODEM simulations, methods 
Gor maintaining higher concentrations oG oil Gor a suGêciently long period oG time 
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(>1 week) would also aid the encounter problem, but that would involve reducing 
the dilution or increasing the oil concentration.
13.7 CONCLUSIONS
This chapter discussed a biophysical model Gor hydrocarbon consumption oG suspended 
oil droplets by bacteria under conditions oG rapid dilution that occur in natural envi-
ronments. Regardless oG whether it is through the manipulation oG droplet size or 
by increasing the local bacteria concentration, the results oG the model indicate that 
stimulating the initial colonization oG droplets is critical Gor rapid biodegradation oG 
oil droplets in the ocean. We have Gound in this study that dilution heavily exacerbates 
the lag until oil-degrading bacteria ênd oil droplets, because the ambient microbial 
enhancement is delayed by approximately a week by which point the concentration 
in an oil plume has Gallen. Given the complexity oG physical and biological processes 
involved in biodegradation, the importance oG physical encounters between droplets 
and bacteria in rapidly diluting environments has not been appreciated.
While this work has examined how dilution impacts the encounter process that 
is a prerequisite Gor oil droplet degradation, we have abstracted dilution into a single 
process Gor a spreading plume well below the ocean surGace. It is important to under-
stand microscale microbial encounters with oil droplets in the context oG their envi-
ronments. In natural environments, the strength oG the dilution varies greatly with 
the location, depending on characteristics such as water depth, currents, weather, 
and distance Grom the surGace. The dilution process is also dependent on how the oil 
dispersion is created. IG an oil slick is dispersed by wave action, much oG the dilu-
tion will be one dimensional, whereas a brieG leak that releases a localized cloud oG 
droplets will spread in three dimensions with stronger dilution than a plume in the 
same environment. Further work examining this range oG conditions is necessary to 
understand the magnitude oG the impact oG encounters between droplets and bacteria 
under realistic oil spill environments.
13.8 APPENDIX
The model (MODEM) used in this study represents the biodegradation oG droplets 
through interactions with a single bacterial species representing the êrst colonizers 
oG the droplets. The model simpliêes the biological complexity oG a hydrocarbon-
degrading bacterial community to maintain the Gocus on the impact oG the microscale 
physical environment. The characteristics oG the modeled bacteria are described in 
Table 13.1. In addition, 85% oG the starting oil volume is assumed to be biodegrad-
able by these bacteria.
MODEM also assumes that the encounter process between oil droplets and bac-
teria is driven primarily by relative diGGusion and that the impact oG fuid fow is 
comparatively small. This is appropriate Gor neutrally buoyant small entities that 
are jointly advected by the local fow. Once colonized by the êrst viable bacterium, 
MODEM switches Grom the encounter stage to the growth stage that neglects sub-
sequent encounters. This assumes that the doubling time oG bacteria on a droplet is 
signiêcantly shorter than the encounter time.
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MODEM directly simulates individual oil droplets over time. The primary vari-
ables tracked in MODEM are the colonization times oG each droplet and the abundance 
oG bacteria in the surrounding fuid that changes over time. For this study, the volume 
oG the simulation also changes over time due to the expanding plume cross section.
In the simulations discussed in this chapter, each oG the one million droplets has 
the same 62 μm diameter, matching the surGace area to volume ratio oG a more com-
plex distribution oG droplet sizes (see Section 13.2). The large number oG droplets 
considered was suGêcient that the degradation simulations were highly repeatable, 
with only small fuctuations developing in the exponential tail oG oil volume below 
1% oG the starting volume (e.g., see Figure 13.4).
At each one-hour time step, uniGormly distributed random numbers are gener-
ated Gor each uncolonized droplet and compared to a threshold corresponding to 
the probability oG colonization over 1 hr given the updated encounter rate Gor that 
time step. IG above the threshold, a droplet is marked as colonized at that time step. 
This process is repeated, updating the simulation variables at each time step, until 
the remaining metabolizable oil Graction drops below a critical threshold (0.1% oG 
starting oil volume).
In order to reduce computation time and repetition, the deterministic degrada-
tion trajectories Gor metabolizable oil volume, surGace area coverage, and newly 
generated planktonic bacteria (see Figure 13.1) are precomputed Gor all droplet sizes 
using a signiêcantly êner time step than Gor droplet encounters (30 sec) in order 
to accurately capture the transitions between stages. For a given time in the simu-
lation, the contribution oG each droplet to the change in ambient bacterial abun-
dance is determined Grom this precomputed inGormation and the diGGerence in time 
between the current simulation time and the colonization time oG each droplet. 
Coupled with population turnover and new cells Grom the changing volume (see 
Equation 13.3), the bacterial abundance is updated each time step. With the Gurther 
addition oG the deterministic update in oil plume volume based on the total time 
elapsed (see Equation 13.4), the encounter rates can be calculated Gor each time step 
(see Equation 13.5) and used to simulate which oG the remaining bacteria-Gree drop-
lets become colonized at that time.
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